
From: Robby Mook, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Thank you for all you do, Eric

Date: October 1, 2015 at 3:20 PM
To:

Eric -- 

The first day of a new quarter is when we sit down and take stock of the resources
we have in the bank. Because of supporters like you, we're doing great -- thank
you! I know Hillary is so grateful that you have her back.

As one of our best supporters, you deserve to be a part of the conversation on what
happens next. Watch this video to get the latest updates from the campaign, then
add your name to commit to the next phase of this campaign:
 

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/state-of-the-race/

Things are only going to get bigger and busier from here on out. I'm so glad to be a
part of this phenomenal team with you.

Thanks,



Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America
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From: The Briefing, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: A quick word from the likely next Speaker of the House

Date: October 2, 2015 at 3:53 PM
To:

 
 
Eric -- 

It’s a brand new month, and the GOP kicked things off with a huge admission from
Republican Congressman Kevin McCarthy. Here’s what you may have missed:

SAY WHAT? We’ve long suspected that the taxpayer-funded Select Committee on
Benghazi is fueled by partisan disdain for Hillary Clinton, but we didn’t expect the
likely next Speaker of the House to come right out and say so. But hey, Republicans
still have the capacity to surprise us! Republican Congressman Kevin McCarthy did
exactly that earlier this week -- take a look. 

US TOO, HILLARY: Hillary was asked about Congressman McCarthy’s
disappointing and deeply revealing comments on MSNBC. Watch her response
here. 

DON’T HAVE TIME FOR A VIDEO? Fear not. We’ve condensed this whole ordeal
down into a series of tweets that you can read and re-tweet while you’re on the bus
or waiting for that latte. Read them here.

A TAX PLAN FOR THE RICH AND THE FAMOUS: Donald Trump released his
tax plan this week, and just like Jeb Bush's and Marco Rubio's, it’s full of huge tax
cuts for -- you guessed it! -- billionaires. Check it out, then share it with some of
the other non-billionaires in your life. 

Know anyone else who’d like to get The Briefing? We’re only two weeks away from
the first Democratic debate, and things are heating up -- make sure your friends
and family are in the loop by forwarding them this link today:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/get-the-briefing/

Thanks,

-- The Briefing
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Following up on yesterday's call

Date: October 5, 2015 at 12:08 PM
To:

Eric --

You may have gotten a call from someone on our team recently. It sounds like you
were unable at the time to make a donation over the phone. You're busy -- we get
that.

But if you have the time now: This organization is powered by grassroots donors,
and we're counting on supporters like you -- who have been here from the start --
to help us grow even more over the next few months.

Donating online is fast and easy -- can you chip in $20 right now?

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/phone/

Thanks!

Hillary for America
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From: Marlon Marshall, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Fwd: A fun opportunity for volunteers!

Date: October 5, 2015 at 1:24 PM
To:

Eric -- 

I'm just blown away by how many folks all across the country have signed up to
host a watch party for the first Democratic debate later this month.

This is a huge moment for Hillary, and she'll be so thrilled to know how many of
her best supporters are cheering her on. Will you be one of them?

Sign up today to host a debate watch party, and we'll be in touch with some tips
and tricks for planning your best party ever -- including details on how you can
join our planning conference call next week:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/host-a-debate-watch-party/

Thanks,

Marlon

----Forwarded message:----
From: Marlon Marshall, Official Clinton Campaign
Subject: A fun opportunity for volunteers!

Eric -- 

The first Democratic debate is in three weeks on October 13th -- and I wanted to
make sure our team of volunteers was ready for it.

As a Hillary volunteer, thank you for continuing to get your family and friends
engaged in the campaign -- from forwarding them interviews to tagging them in
Facebook posts. I wanted to call out the first debate as another way to continue
building our organization!

I’m sure you’re jazzed to watch Hillary take center stage, so take that enthusiasm
and host your own debate watch party.

It’s easy to do, it will be a lot of fun -- and it will mean the world to Hillary to know
that her supporters are watching and cheering her on. And if that wasn’t reason
enough, it is also a great way to introduce your friends and family to what
organizing really is, making our team bigger and stronger. 

All you have to do is sign up and invite a handful of people over, and we'll take



All you have to do is sign up and invite a handful of people over, and we'll take
care of the rest. Keep your eyes peeled for materials we’re getting together for hosts
-- including an invite to a conference call to talk strategy with my team. 

You in? You can sign up here:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/host-a-debate-watch-party/

Thanks for your hard work,

Marlon

Marlon Marshall
Director of States and Political Engagement
Hillary for America
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Let’s take on the NRA, Eric

Date: October 6, 2015 at 9:46 AM
To:

Eric -- 

Nine people were killed last Thursday at the shooting at Umpqua Community
College in Roseburg, Oregon.

I’m praying for all their families today, but we owe them much more than prayer.
Tragedies like these aren’t acts of God; they’re acts of men, and it’s our
responsibility to prevent them.

Eric, I need you with me on this. Sign your name if you agree it’s time to stand
up to the NRA and the gun manufacturers it represents.

Taking on the gun lobby will be tough, but I’m ready for this fight. We need to close
legal loopholes like the one that led to the shooting in Charleston, we need to fight
for comprehensive background checks to keep guns out of the wrong hands -- and
we need to punish gun dealers and hold manufacturers accountable when they
break the rules.

About 33,000 Americans die every year because of gun violence. Our loved ones
are dying, and we can do something about it. A movement of people calling for
progress -- and a president willing to wage this fight -- can make a difference.

Are you with me? Add your name right now to say you’re ready to take on the
NRA and fight for comprehensive gun violence prevention:

Add your name

Thank you,

Hillary
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From: Salma Hayek info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Eric, will you join Latinos for Hillary?

Date: October 6, 2015 at 7:32 PM
To:

Award-winning actress, producer, and activist Salma Hayek is a proud member of Latinos
for Hillary.

Join her: Add your name today.

Eric -- 

Es increíble that the leading candidate of the Republican Party has been
irresponsibly campaigning, using unfounded and insulting accusations against the
Latino community to win votes.

We cannot let hate and discrimination determine the outcome of this election. We
owe it to the hard-working Latinos that came before us, to ourselves, and to our
children, to show the people who unfairly label us as criminals and speak down to
us that our community is strong, meaningful, and incredibly powerful. 

We are one of the largest, youngest, and fastest-growing groups in the United States
of America. We deserve a candidate who respects the contributions we have made
to this country and understands how important it is that our community continues
to thrive, all while treating us con dignidad y respeto.

That's why today, I'm proud to help launch Latinos for Hillary.

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/latinos-for-hillary/

If you agree with me, join us. We cannot afford to be passive in this election. Talk or
write to your family and friends -- let’s be one loud voice imposible de ignorar. 

Salma
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: The coziest Hillary gear around:

Date: October 6, 2015 at 8:34 PM
To:







https://shop.hillaryclinton.com/
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Thanks for standing with Hillary to end gun violence

Date: October 7, 2015 at 7:29 AM
To:

Friend --

Thanks for standing with Hillary to end gun violence.

Forward this email to friends and family and ask them to sign on if
they agree:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/end-gun-violence/

Thanks!

-- Hillary for America 
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From: Maya Harris, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Fwd: Add your name to stand against gun violence

Date: October 7, 2015 at 10:36 AM
To:

Eric -- 

After last week’s tragic shooting in Oregon, Jeb Bush’s response was “stuff
happens,” and he basically said there was nothing we could do to prevent these
tragedies. Donald Trump responded the same way, with “that’s the way the world
goes.”

Hillary’s response was to roll out a comprehensive plan for how she’d address gun
violence as president. 

I’m so proud to stand with Hillary, and I’m grateful you do, too. We need to build
as much support for Hillary’s plan as possible -- will you share this on Facebook
and ask your friends to sign, too? Here's a handy link you can share:

http://hrc.io/gunviolence 

Thanks,

Maya

Maya Harris
Senior Policy Advisor
Hillary for America 

----Forwarded message:----
From: Hillary Clinton
Subject: Add your name to stand against gun violence

Eric --

Gun violence isn’t an inevitability -- it’s a virus and we must do whatever we can to
stop it.

Our children should feel safe going to school. They should feel safe at the movie
theater. And they should feel safe in places of worship. 

It’s time for gun violence prevention in this country. We must stand up to the NRA
and the Republicans who would like nothing more than to villainize us for
“politicizing” this moment. I won’t back down from this fight.

Say you’re with me. Sign up to take a stand against gun violence: 



Say you’re with me. Sign up to take a stand against gun violence: 

http://hrc.io/gunviolence 

With a heavy heart,

Hillary
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: I need you with me before the debate, Eric

Date: October 8, 2015 at 4:25 PM
To:

Eric -- 

When I take the stage for the first Democratic debate on Tuesday night, I want to
know that you’re by my side.

Will you chip in $19 today to become an official Debate Donor? 

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount.

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/debate-donor/

This debate marks the beginning of a new phase of this campaign. For the first
time, I’ll stand beside my opponents and make my case to the American
people for why I should be our next president. 

When I step up to my podium, I’ll be thinking of you and every person on this
team who’s cheering me on and giving what you can to make this the best
campaign possible.

Eric, I hope you’ll give $19 to become an official Debate Donor. I’m so



thrilled to have you on my side:

Eric, donate $19

Thank you,

Hillary
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From: Adam Parkhomenko, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: A special invite for you:

Date: October 9, 2015 at 5:05 PM
To:

Eric -- 

I've got a special invite for you:

We’re giving some of our supporters the chance to get updates and internet goodies
straight from the campaign, so you can help get the message out!

Sign up today and we'll send you tweets, Facebook posts, and videos that you
can pass along to friends and family so they know exactly what’s happening on
the campaign.

They’ll be conveniently located in your inbox and easy to share on the go during
the campaign's biggest moments.

BONUS -- if you sign up right now, you'll be joining just in time for updates from
the first Democratic debate in Las Vegas!

Subscribe now and get the insider info straight from us:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/become-grassroots-tweeter/

Talk to you soon,

Adam

Adam Parkhomenko
Director of Grassroots Engagement
Hillary for America
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From: Chelsea Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: hi there

Date: October 9, 2015 at 5:56 PM
To:

Eric -- 

My mom is my hero. From helping cut the uninsured rate for children in half as
First Lady to later becoming the first female senator from New York and then
running for president, she's kept fighting for families -- while also being a great
mom.

I hope my daughter grows up to be as proud of me as I am of my mom.

That she's remained committed to making life better for women and children while
being attacked by the other side for more than two decades is incredible and
inspiring. I'm proud to stand with her in everything she does.

Tuesday is the first debate of the Democratic primary, where my mom will continue
talking about her plans and ideas to make life better for American families. Here’s
one way to let her know you have her back before the big day: Chip in $19 or more
to stand with her and become a Debate Donor.

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount.



It's going to take a campaign as strong as my mom is to fight back against
everything the other side is throwing at her, and to help us become the
country we want to be. I can't tell you how much she'll appreciate your
support at this critical moment. 

Donate $19 or more to become a Debate Donor before Tuesday:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/debate-donor/

Thank you,

Chelsea
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: REMINDER: New Arrivals + Free Shipping

Date: October 10, 2015 at 7:14 AM
To:

Eric --

You know what’s better than new arrivals? New arrivals that ship for free!

You’ve earned a free shipping credit to use when you spend $50 or more on new
arrivals or anything else in the shop. 

All you have to do is add $50 or more of merchandise to your cart, and your
Hillary gear will automatically ship for free:

https://shop.hillaryclinton.com/

Happy shopping!

The Official Clinton Campaign

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Official Clinton Campaign 
Subject: Hip hip hooray (new Hillary gear!)









https://shop.hillaryclinton.com/
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From: James Carville info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Us donkeys gotta stick together

Date: October 11, 2015 at 4:29 PM
To:

Eric -- 

The number one thing us Hillary supporters need to do to get ready for the first
debate is let her know we’re with her.

Donate $19 or more to become a Debate Donor and join the group of folks who
pledge to stand with Hillary during this important moment in the campaign. No
flash cards or policy prep-work required.

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/debate-donor/

Thanks,

Carville
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Let Hillary know you’re with her, Eric!

Date: October 12, 2015 at 5:50 PM
To:



You're one of our most committed supporters. Because you've
saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100



Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/debate-donor/
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: this would mean a lot to me

Date: October 13, 2015 at 10:39 AM
To:

Eric -- 

In a few hours, I'll be on the debate stage telling millions of people about our ideas
for how to make all of our futures brighter.

Before I step up to the podium, it would mean a lot to know you have my back.
Will you chip in $19 to become a Debate Donor?

I know that if we stand together, we can make this a great moment for our team.
Eric, become a Debate Donor now, and let's show everyone watching just how
strong we are:

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/debate-donor/

Thank you,

Hillary
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: My plan for the debate

Date: October 13, 2015 at 3:04 PM
To:

Eric -- 

Tonight is the first Democratic debate, and I would love for you to become an
official Debate Donor before it starts. All you have to do is chip in $19 before
tonight.

It’s not about the money. It’s about knowing that when I step on that stage, you’ll
be behind me. It means so much to know that you’re fighting for me, just like I’ll
fight for you and your family every single day I’m in office.

The debate is in a few hours. Are you with me?

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/debate-donor/

Thank you,

Hillary
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From: Bill Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Eric, turn on your TV--

Date: October 13, 2015 at 8:18 PM
To:

Eric -- 

Right now, Hillary's making her case for why she's the most qualified candidate to
be the Democratic nominee for president. I think she's doing great.

We get to do the easy part -- supporting her with everything we've got.

Chip in $19 right now and show her you're with her.

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/

Thank you,

Bill
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Are you with me, Eric?

Date: October 13, 2015 at 10:05 PM
To:

Eric -- 

I hope I made you proud tonight.

If you’re with me, chip in $19 now:

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/

Thank you,

Hillary
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From: Bill Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Wow wow wow, Eric

Date: October 14, 2015 at 11:27 AM
To:

Eric -- 

Last night, Hillary knocked it out of the park.

She didn't just talk about big ideas -- she laid out plans to get them done. That's
what Hillary does when she sees a problem to fix: She gets people together, takes
on the tough fights, and finds her way to a solution.

She'd be an amazing president. 

Will you help make that a reality? Chip in $19 right now and let her know you're
with her in this fight.

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/

Hillary has big plans for our future. She imagines a country where women are paid
the same as men, where families can stay together without fear of being separated,
where health care and college degrees are affordable, and guns are harder to get
your hands on.



your hands on.

She's driven forward by her passion for those ideas -- and by you, Eric. Your
support and dedication as a part of this team -- it's truly unlike anything she and I
have ever seen. This is a grassroots movement, funded by people who are giving
$1, $5, or whatever you can afford: You know this matters, and you know your
donation is saying, "Yes, I’m part of this campaign, and I believe in Hillary."

So let's get to it. Let's do the hard work together, and elect a president who will
fight for you and with you -- chip in $19 today:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/

Thanks,

Bill
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From: Bill Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: She won, Eric

Date: October 14, 2015 at 4:50 PM
To:

Eric -- 

I was so proud of Hillary last night.

Chip in $19 if you’re for Hillary (almost) as much as I am:

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/

Thanks,

Bill
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: I want you at my birthday party, Eric

Date: October 15, 2015 at 6:28 AM
To:

Eric -- 

John Legend has RSVP’d yes. Demi Lovato will be there, too.

Eric, will you join us? The campaign is throwing a birthday party in New York,
and it would mean a lot to me if you were there.

You can invite a guest, too, so start thinking about who you might want to bring.

I’m so grateful to have people like you by my side during this campaign. We do a
whole lot of hard work together. Let’s take a night off and have a little fun!

Toss your name in the hat to be at my party -- hope to see you there:

Add my name

Thanks,

Hillary

 

 

 

No purchase, payment, or contribution is necessary to win, and will not improve chances of winning.
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York and one (1) night hotel accommodation (approximate retail value of Prizes: $2,080). Odds of winning
depend on number of entries received. Promotion open only to U.S. citizens or residents of the 50 states, DC or
Puerto Rico and 18 or older (or age of majority under applicable law). All prizes awarded. Promotion subject to
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: I want you to be at my birthday party, Eric

Date: October 16, 2015 at 6:31 AM
To:

Eric -- 

I'd like to get to know you, and I can't think of a better way to do that than by
flying you out to New York City later this month to spend some time with a few of
this campaign's best supporters and me.

Today, if you add your name, you'll be entered for the chance to join me -- we'll
take care of the airfare and accommodations for you and a guest.

This won't be a strategy meeting or anything like that. We'll have some really good
food, listen to some great music, and maybe even have something unhealthy to
drink, if you're up for it.

Add your name right now for the chance to join us later this month:

Add my name

Thanks,

Hillary
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Thanks -- now enter again for your chance to go to Hillary's birthday?

Date: October 16, 2015 at 7:09 AM
To:

Hey there -- 

You’re officially entered for a chance to go to Hillary's birthday
celebration in New York.

If you want to get your name in the hat again, why not chip in to
be automatically entered for the chance to win?

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/birthday-party/

Thanks,

Hillary for America 
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Welcome aboard, Eric. Now take the next step:

Date: October 16, 2015 at 9:07 PM
To:

Hi Eric--

Thanks for signing up to be a part of Hillary for America. This
campaign will be what supporters like you make of it -- by getting
involved now, you'll help shape it from the very beginning.

There are a few things you can do immediately to take the next step:

1. Make sure your friends and family know you're on board.
Invite them to become a part of this too.
HillaryClinton.com/invite-your-friends

2. Donate! Your donation will help put organizers in the field and
give this campaign the resources it needs to get off to a strong
start in these crucial first months. HillaryClinton.com/Now-
Donate/

3. Sign up to become a volunteer in your community. You'll be the
first to know how you can help organize where you live.
HillaryClinton.com/invite-your-friends-to-volunteer

Thanks again for joining the team. We're just getting started.

Hillary for America
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: !  Happy birthday to Hillary !

Date: October 17, 2015 at 9:07 AM
To:

You're already entered to be at Hillary's birthday party -- good luck!
Donate now to toss your name in the hat for another chance to win!





 
 

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/hrc-birthday-celebration/
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: This letter will make you cry in the BEST way

Date: October 17, 2015 at 6:10 PM
To:
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Will I see you at my birthday party?

Date: October 18, 2015 at 12:07 PM
To:

Eric -- 

I love a good birthday party because it’s an excuse to get the people you care about
together.

I’d be thrilled to see you at my party this year, Eric. 

Thank you for entering! There are only a few hours left to make sure you're on
the guest list. All you have to do is chip in $19, and you and a guest might be
chosen to fly to NYC and dance with me during live performances from John
Legend and Demi Lovato. 

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/hrc-birthday-celebration/

Thanks,

Hillary
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From: Jen Palmieri, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Trey Gowdy wants you to forget this:

Date: October 19, 2015 at 4:30 PM
To:

 
 
Eric -- 

It says something about Hillary's tenure as our nation's Secretary of State that when
you watch a video recapping it, you well up a little bit.

We're counting on members of The Briefing like you this week -- watch this new
video about the job Hillary did as our nation's chief diplomat, and then pass it
along to others:

 

During her years as Secretary of State, Hillary worked with leaders abroad, along
with Democrats and Republicans at home, and they all praised her performance.
She made huge strides for LGBT people and women and girls across the globe, and
helped enact the tough sanctions that brought Iran to the negotiating table.

When she left office, her former rival President Obama said: "I think Hillary will go
down as one of the finest Secretaries of State we've had."



down as one of the finest Secretaries of State we've had."

We need to make sure everyone knows it. Watch the video, then share it with
others:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/smart-leadership/

Thanks,

Jen

Jennifer Palmieri
Communications Director
Hillary for America
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From: Adam Parkhomenko, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: A special invite for you

Date: October 19, 2015 at 5:39 PM
To:

Eric -- 

Last week’s debate was a great night to be a part of Hillary’s team. I want you to be
part of the conversation next time something big happens.

Sign up now, and we’ll make sure you get the breaking news and updates during
the campaign’s most important moments -- easy to read, and straight in your
inbox:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/become-grassroots-tweeter/

I’ve got to say, every day on this campaign is a new adventure. By signing up today
to help get Hillary's message out, you’ll be a critical part of each one.

See you online,

Adam

Adam Parkhomenko
Director of Grassroots Engagement
Hillary for America
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Ready to tweet for Hillary?

Date: October 19, 2015 at 5:51 PM
To:

Hi there --

Thank you for signing up to tweet for Hillary. We're glad to know
that you have her back. 

We'll be in touch soon with our first email of internet goodies that
you can share during the Democratic primary debate on October
13. In the meantime, share your stories about why you're with
Hillary, using #Hillary2016. 

Click here to share your first tweet for Hillary!

Thanks,

Hillary for America
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From: The Briefing, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: #ImWithHer

Date: October 21, 2015 at 3:09 PM
To:

 
Eric -- 

We're just one day out from Hillary's public testimony in front of the Benghazi
Committee, where Congressional Republicans will continue their effort to rewrite
the history books on her outstanding tenure as Secretary of State.

We can't let their partisan charade work.

Watch our video highlighting Hillary's service as Secretary of State today, then
share it using the hashtag #ImWithHer to let everyone know you're on this team:
 

 



This is a huge week for this team, so you'll be hearing from us again.

Thanks for all you do,

The Briefing
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From: Robby Mook, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Join the call with Hillary!

Date: October 21, 2015 at 3:42 PM
To:

 
Eric -- 

Hillary wants to celebrate her birthday weekend in the best possible way -- by
talking with volunteers like you! 

Sign up right now to join the call with Hillary and me on Sunday at 3:30 p.m. ET.

You’ll be hearing about the latest from the campaign, hear from Hillary herself, and
we'll talk about the next steps we’ll be taking as a team.

Thank you for being a crucial part of building out this campaign. Now, we want to
make sure you have the info you need to keep up the amazing work. We’re all
excited to chat on Sunday!

RSVP now for the special volunteer call with Hillary:

Join the call!

Talk soon,

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America

Did someone forward this email to you? Add your name here to get more like it!
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Today's hearing

Date: October 22, 2015 at 12:49 PM
To:

 
 
Eric --

Today, Hillary is testifying in front of the Benghazi Committee on the tragic loss of
four American lives.

Her opening statement was a powerful and moving reflection on what the purpose
of today's hearing should be. We've included a few excerpts below -- you can read
the statement in full here.

The terrorist attacks at our diplomatic compound and later, at the CIA post in
Benghazi, Libya on September 11, 2012 took the lives of four brave Americans:
Ambassador Chris Stevens, Sean Smith, Glen Doherty, and Tyrone Woods. 

I am here to honor the service of those four men, the courage of the Diplomatic
Security agency and the CIA officers who risked their lives that night, and the
work their colleagues do every single day all over the world...

I was the one who asked Chris to go to Libya as our envoy. I was the one who
recommended him to be our Ambassador to to the President. After the attacks, I
stood next to President Obama as Marines carried his casket and those of the
other three Americans off the plane at Andrews Air Force Base. I took
responsibility. And, as part of that, before I left office, I launched reforms to
better protect our people in the field and help reduce the chance of another
tragedy happening in the future...

We need leadership at home to match our leadership abroad. Leadership that
puts national security ahead of politics and ideology. Our nation has a long
history of bipartisan cooperation on foreign policy and national security. Not
that we always agree -- far from it -- but we do come together when it counts.

As Secretary of State, I worked with the Republican chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee to pass a landmark nuclear arms control treaty
with Russia. I worked with Republican Leader, Senator Mitch McConnell, to
open up Burma, now Myanmar, to find democratic change. I know it’s possible
to find common ground, because I have done it.

We should debate on the basis of fact, not fear. We should resist denigrating the
patriotism or loyalty of those with who we disagree. So I am here. Despite all
the previous investigations and all the talk about partisan agendas, I am here to
honor those we lost, and to do what I can to aid those who serve us still. 



And my challenge to you, members of this Committee, is the same challenge I
put to myself.

Let’s be worthy of the trust the American people have bestowed upon us. They
expect us to lead. To learn the right lessons. To rise above partisanship and to
reach for statesmanship. That’s what I tried to do every day as Secretary of
State. And it’s what I hope we all strive for here today and into the future. 

For more up-to-date info from the hearing, follow along on @HillaryClinton and
@TheBriefing2016.

Thanks for having Hillary's back today.

Official Clinton Campaign
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Eric: Stand with Hillary

Date: October 22, 2015 at 7:08 PM
To:

 
https://www.hillaryclinton.com/stand-with-her/
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From: Robby Mook, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: If you're proud, Eric

Date: October 22, 2015 at 9:52 PM
To:

 
 
Eric -- 

I have one thought right now: I am so proud of Hillary.

If you’re proud, too, add your name to let her know it:

Add my name

Thanks,

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Thanks for standing with Hillary

Date: October 22, 2015 at 10:11 PM
To:

Friend --

Thanks for standing with Hillary in this critical moment.

Forward this email to friends and family and ask them to sign on if
they agree:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/stand-with-her/

Thanks!

-- Hillary for America 
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From: Christina Reynolds, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: 11 straight hours

Date: October 23, 2015 at 9:48 AM
To:

Eric -- 

Yesterday I sat in headquarters and watched every single minute of Hillary's
testimony in front of the Benghazi Committee. It was a long day -- and I wasn't
even the one testifying.

Hillary proved once again that she can handle anything the GOP can come up with
to defeat her, and she did it with the strength and poise of a president.

She's ready to fight for you -- stand with her right now:

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate/

Thanks,

Christina 

Christina Reynolds
Director of Rapid Response
Hillary for America
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From: Marlon Marshall, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: We think you'd be a great host!

Date: October 23, 2015 at 11:41 AM
To:

Eric -- 

I don’t know about you, but I am still pumped up after watching Hillary crush it at
the first Democratic debate.

And believe it or not, debate number two is right around the corner on
November 14th. To get ready, we’re reaching out to see if you would like to host a
debate watch party in 

During the first debate, we had watch parties all across the country -- from
Syracuse to Mobile to Minneapolis to Denver.

Sometimes jumping into the political process can feel a little overwhelming. A lot of
folks don’t know where to start, and a party hosted by you might be just the trick.
Your party could help others in your community get involved for the very first time
-- that’s major!

The best hosts are open, fun, and big-time Hillary supporters, so you’d be great. All
you have to do is sign up and a member of the team will be in touch. As the host,
you’ll get access to conference calls (maybe with a special guest?), social media
trainings, and anything else you’ll need to make sure your party is a success.

You can pick where you want to host the party -- totally up to you. We’re hoping to
get most parties kicked off on November 14th around 8:00 p.m. ET, about an hour
before the debate is scheduled to start, but it’s really about what works best for you.

So, what do you think? You in? Sign up here to create your event (plus see who
RSVPs):

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/host-a-party/

Thanks for your hard work,

Marlon

Marlon Marshall
Director of States and Political Engagement
Hillary for America
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: !  Wish Hillary a happy birthday! !

Date: October 23, 2015 at 3:47 PM
To:

 
https://www.hillaryclinton.com/sign-hillarys-card/
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Thanks for signing Hillary's birthday card

Date: October 23, 2015 at 6:09 PM
To:

Hi there --

Thanks for signing Hillary's birthday card! 

The more people who sign, the more special it will be, pass this
along to anyone who should sign the card:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/sign-hillarys-card/

Hillary for America
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From: Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Featuring: YOU

Date: October 23, 2015 at 6:15 PM
To:





You're one of our most committed supporters. Because you've
saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25



Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/you-rock/
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From: Bill Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Help me out with this, Eric:

Date: October 24, 2015 at 11:58 AM
To:

 
Eric --

Hillary’s birthday is on Monday, and it would mean a lot to her to hear from
supporters like you.

Add your name, and wish Hillary a happy birthday:

Add my name

Thanks,

Bill 

Did someone forward this email to you? Add your name here to get more like it!
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From: David Plouffe info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: I never thought I’d write this email

Date: October 24, 2015 at 6:12 PM
To:

Eric -- 

During the most intense days of the 2008 primary, while I was serving as the
Obama campaign manager, I would never have imagined writing this email.

But eight years later, I believe Hillary Clinton should -- and will -- be our next
president. She will make an outstanding and worthy successor to President Obama.
She will do big and important things -- and we will all look back and be proud of
whatever we did to help elect her. 

Be a part of this by chipping in $19 right now.

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount.

Here’s what I (and so many fellow Obama campaign veterans) have learned about
Hillary Clinton:

She doesn’t quit -- and there were times I wish she had! But you have to deeply
admire that strength and persistence. From her job at the Children’s Defense Fund
to her work as First Lady of the United States, as a U.S. Senator for New York, and
as the Secretary of State, she’s been working everyday to make people’s lives better.



You won’t find anyone in this race more determined than Hillary to make sure
every single American has a fair shot to live up to their potential. There is no one
more prepared, more diligent, or more ready with detailed plans for how to make it
happen.

Hillary will protect President Obama’s legacy -- and like President Obama before
her, she will make history. I look forward to the day my daughter, who was born a
little more than 48 hours after the glorious scene in Grant Park in 2008, will know
just as well as my son that she can grow up to be anything she wants, even
president of the United States.

The stakes in this election are enormous. The difference between Hillary and a
Trump, Carson, or Rubio could not be more profound. Once again, we need a
president who understands the challenges we face -- someone who can and will do
something about it.

Hillary Clinton is that leader. And if we step up to fight alongside her, she’ll be
the next president of the United States. Chip in $19 to help make it happen:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/donate-today/

Go win this thing, Madam Secretary.

Sincerely,

David Plouffe

Did someone forward this email to you? Add your name here to get more like it!
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From: Barbara Mikulski info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: The original 'girl squad'

Date: October 25, 2015 at 6:17 AM
To:

 
Eric --

I like to think my friends and I made up one of the original "girl squads" that
everyone talks about now. (Although, back in the day they definitely weren't as
popular -- there were barely enough of us in the Senate to make up a basketball
team!)

There's never been anything quite like the bonds we made. Those women became
some of my closest allies, and I'm so proud to include Hillary on my list of friends
that I respect and admire so much. It also means that I make sure to send her my
best wishes whenever I can.

Eric, Hillary's birthday is tomorrow, and I want her to know how much we all
appreciate her.

Will you join me in wishing her just the happiest birthday?

Add my name

Thanks for joining in on the festivities!

Barbara Mikulski 
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From: Chelsea Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: a happy, happy birthday to my mom

Date: October 25, 2015 at 12:00 PM
To:

 
Eric --

When I was younger, my mom always made my birthdays special (and lots of fun).
This year I want to help do something extra special for her.

I know that she cares a lot about you, about every American, about making this
country better, and about providing all families with more opportunities. She
works so hard for all of us -- it would mean a lot to give a little back to her on her
special day.

Thanks for signing her birthday card! Will you make her day even better by
chipping in $19 for my mom's birthday?

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount.

Thank you!

Chelsea
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From: Barbara Boxer info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Tomorrow!

Date: October 25, 2015 at 7:29 PM
To:

 
Eric --

Tomorrow is our friend Hillary's birthday -- and I have a feeling this is going to be
an important year for her (and for all of us)!

The campaign is putting together a card to let Hillary know how many people are
thinking of her on her birthday -- thanks for signing it! Will you chip in $19 in
honor of Hillary's birthday?

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount.

A woman as warm, smart, funny, impressive, and passionate as Hillary deserves to
know how proud we all are to be on her team. I know it means a lot to her to see
your name on our birthday card. 

Please chip in $19 for Hillary's birthday before tomorrow: 

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/hillarys-birthday/ 

Thank you!



Barbara 
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From: Bill Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: celebrate

Date: October 26, 2015 at 7:02 AM
To:

 
Eric --

You've helped make today a special birthday for Hillary. I know how much she'll
appreciate seeing your name on her card.

Will you make it even better and chip in $19 today?

You're one of our most committed supporters. Because
you've saved your payment information, your donation will go

through immediately:
 

Eric, donate now: $19

Eric, donate now: $25

Eric, donate now: $50

Eric, donate now: $100

Eric, donate now: $200
 

Or donate another amount:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/hillarys-birthday/

Thanks,

Bill 
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From: Robby Mook, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: A quick update (it's a good one!)

Date: October 26, 2015 at 10:40 AM
To:

I wanted to write to you directly, Eric, and take a minute to celebrate -- this team
has had a truly incredible month!

First, Hillary decisively won the Democratic debate. Politico said it best: "Hillary
Clinton Crushes It."

Then, last Thursday, she once again demonstrated her eloquence and complete
unflappability in front of the House Select Committee on Benghazi. Hillary spent
eleven hours answering questions from a group set up with the explicit purpose of
damaging her candidacy. They failed -- and Hillary came out on the other side
stronger and more purposeful than ever, ready to move forward and stay focused
on the issues that matter to the American people.

Finally, on Saturday, Hillary gave a phenomenal speech at the Iowa Democratic
Party's annual J-J Dinner -- historically a pivotal moment on the path to the
nomination and a test of a campaign's organizational strength that we passed with
flying colors.

Millions of people watched those three events and quite simply felt that they were
looking at the next president of the United States.

Just as importantly, while our candidate has been performing her job at the very
highest level, so have you. I'm proud to report that hundreds of thousands of
people have chipped in to support this campaign -- in fact, more than the Obama
campaign had at roughly the same point in 2007. This is crucial not only because
we believe strongly in the importance of small donors in the era of super PACs, but
also because it represents a broad base of grassroots supporters who will continue
to fund this campaign going forward. We've raised more than $75 million for the
primary and are well on our way to hitting our 2015 goal.

We're using those resources to build an organization that can win. Our 230
organizers are working out of 33 offices across the early states. Some more fun stats:

In Iowa, we have a committed caucus-goer in all 1,682 precincts.
In New Hampshire, organizers are building a town-by-town volunteer
grassroots infrastructure.
Our campaign has been the only one organizing from day one in Nevada,
with hundreds of precinct captains already on board.
In South Carolina, our team has contacted more than 120,000 voters at more
than 1,100 events across the state.

And we're gearing up to take on our opponents in the critical primaries in March,



And we're gearing up to take on our opponents in the critical primaries in March,
too. We have a grassroots movement of volunteers, donors, supporters, and a
candidate who can take on anyone and anything.

This campaign has obviously had some tough days -- hell, some tough months --
and we will continue to have our ups and downs. It's important not to get
complacent during good times, just as it's important not to panic during
challenging ones. But it's also appropriate to celebrate a good stretch like this one,
and thank those who made it happen.

Congratulations, team. Onward to Iowa!

Robby

Robby Mook
Campaign Manager
Hillary for America

 

This campaign is funded by hundreds of thousands of
grassroots donors like you -- chip in $19 to stand with

Hillary right now.
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From: John Lewis info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Why I’m helping launch African Americans for Hillary

Date: October 27, 2015 at 6:17 AM
To:

 
Eric -- 

Today we're launching African Americans for Hillary, and I want you to join me.

Now is the time that we stand and move forward together. Whether that's tackling
criminal justice reform, making education more affordable, achieving equal pay for
equal work, or electing a president that we can believe in to get the job done -- our
united front is crucial.

Hillary has fight, conviction, grit -- and my vote.

She's got what it takes, but she can't get there without us standing proudly behind
her.

Eric, will you join me and supporters from all around the country and sign up for
African Americans for Hillary?

Add my name

Thanks,

John Lewis

Did someone forward this email to you? Add your name here to get more like it!
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From: Hillary Clinton info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: re: my birthday card

Date: October 27, 2015 at 5:32 PM
To:

 
Eric --

Thanks so much for your kind birthday wishes yesterday. Bill and a few of my
friends threw me a lovely birthday party here in New York, which was so fun after
a pretty long week!

I'd love to help make your birthday a little nicer as well.

Let me know when your birthday is so I can send you a note on your big day!
 

Get a note

Thanks,

Hillary
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From: Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Your new favorite card

Date: October 27, 2015 at 8:56 PM
To:

Hey -- 

Thanks for signing up to receive a birthday card from Hillary.

It's no secret that Hillary loves to celebrate birthdays of the people
that matter to her -- she'd love to pass on her well wishes when
you're getting ready to celebrate.

But chances are, there are probably a few special people in your life
who would also like to get note from a certain future President of the
United States on their birthday, too.

Why not forward this link to them so they can get one, too?
https://www.hillaryclinton.com/signup/your-birthday-card/

Thanks, 

Hillary for America
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From: HFA Polling info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: We’re conducting a very official poll

Date: October 28, 2015 at 1:14 PM
To:

 
Eric -- 

There are a lot of polls out there these days. In honor of tonight's debate, we
thought we’d have a little fun and conduct one of our own.

The future Republican nominee for president will face off tonight against nine other
candidates -- we're curious to know which one you want to see Hillary take on in
a debate.

We saw Hillary knock it out of the park at the Democratic debate, and then hold
her own for 11 hours of testifying in front of the Benghazi committee -- we know
she'll be ready if she wins the nomination. 

The question is, will her opponent be ready, too? Cast your vote for who you
want to see Hillary face off against on that debate stage, and we'll tally the
results:

Cast your vote

Thanks,

HFA Polling 
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From: The Briefing info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: What we're up to tonight:

Date: October 28, 2015 at 5:35 PM
To:

 
Eric -- 

It’s that time again!

Tonight is the third GOP primary debate, and we expect we’ll hear plenty of new
attacks on Hillary -- and look forward to seeing just how far they’ll go to avoid
talking about their policies.

We’ll be sharing our thoughts about the debate at @TheBriefing2016 on Twitter and
Facebook.com/TheBriefing2016.

Make sure to follow along, and forward this email to your wonkiest friends who
may want to join us:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/briefing/

Thanks,

The Briefing

P.S. Curious about how any of these Republicans might stack up against Hillary in
a debate (spoiler alert: not well)? Take a look.
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From: Adam Parkhomenko aparkhomenko@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Are you ready for debate night?

Date: October 28, 2015 at 5:43 PM
To: undisclosed-recipients: ;

Bcc: grassrootstweeters@hillaryclinton.com

Hi there!

There's (another!) Republican debate tonight at 8:00pm ET on CNBC, so you know what 
that means -- emails from yours truly about the smartest, funniest, hardest-hitting stuff on 
the internet to help us strike back against Republican nonsense. Are you excited?? 
Great!

We’re trying some cool new things tonight, so keep your eyes on your inbox. Let’s do this.

Talk to you soon!

-Adam

PS. Don't forget to follow our rapid response list of Hillary for America staff! 

-- 

Adam J. Parkhomenko
Director of Grassroots Engagement
Hillary for America
Twitter: @AdamParkhomenko



From: Rob Flaherty rflaherty@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Texts from Hillary

Date: October 28, 2015 at 7:44 PM
To: Rob Flaherty rflaherty@hillaryclinton.com

Bcc: grassrootstweeters@hillaryclinton.com

Hey guys! Rob from HFA here. Guess who’s watching the debate tonight?

Text WATCH to 47246 if you want in! (or REACCION to get texts from the campaign en español)



From: Manfred Mecoy, Hillary for America info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Come to Iowa for our first Weekend of Action

Date: October 29, 2015 at 4:36 PM
To:

Eric -- 

Let me tell you a little bit about the Weekend of Action coming up on November
7th and 8th:

More volunteers from states like Missouri than ever before will be joining
volunteers in Iowa to knock on doors, make phone calls, and talk to as many
Iowans as possible about how we'll elect Hillary.

We’re just 95 days away from the Iowa caucus -- and the number one way you can
make sure we walk away with a win for Hillary is by coming out to talk to Iowans
about the issues at stake in this election.

What do you say? Sign up now to come to Iowa for our Weekend of Action.

After you sign up, an organizer will be in touch with more information and to find
the shift that works best for your schedule.

There will be carpooling, there will be high fives, and there will be critical work
done to elect Hillary as our next president.

Sign up right now for our biggest Weekend of Action yet -- we need you here:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/weekend-of-action-in-iowa/

Thanks,

Manfred

Manfred Mecoy
Out of State Volunteers Director
Hillary for America
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From: Marlon Marshall, Official Clinton Campaign info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Do your friends think you're the life of the party?

Date: October 29, 2015 at 5:18 PM
To:

Eric -- 

During the first Democratic debate, members of Team Hillary hosted house parties
with their friends and family to cheer on our candidate. Hillary did an amazing job,
and she deeply appreciated knowing her team was watching and supporting her all
over the country.

Now we’re just two weeks from the next Democratic debate, and we need to make
sure Team Hillary is out in force to support her again. 

We want even more people hosting parties on November 14. If you’re as excited
about the debate as I am, sign up to host your own party! 

Getting started is easy -- you can create your own event page here and send the
link to your friends, family, and neighbors to invite them to join you. Our team will
be in touch with a party-planning guide, social media how-tos, and exclusive access
to a conference call with campaign leadership before the debate starts. 

I can’t wait to tell Hillary how many parties we have going on across the country.
Knowing her team is with her makes all the difference on debate night.

Sign up now to get started:

https://www.hillaryclinton.com/host-a-party/

Thanks for your hard work,

Marlon

Marlon Marshall
Director of States and Political Engagement
Hillary for America
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From: Christina Aguilera info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Will you come to a party at my house?

Date: October 30, 2015 at 2:23 PM
To:

Eric -- 

I’m so happy you’re on Team Hillary, Eric. That’s why I want to invite you to a
party with Hillary at my home in Beverly Hills. 

The campaign will pick up your flight and hotel; all you have to do is put your
name in the hat for a chance to win. 

It’s going to be a great night with some special musical performances -- including
one by yours truly -- and best of all, you’ll get a chance to talk with Hillary herself.
Maybe you can even help me convince her to sing, or at least dance! 

I know Hillary’s going to be an amazing president, and I’m grateful you’re
fighting to help get her to the White House. I hope I get to thank you in person.
Add your name now for your chance to meet Hillary at my house:

Add my name

Thanks,

Christina
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From: HillaryClinton.com info@hillaryclinton.com
Subject: Your free trip to Christina Aguilera’s house:

Date: October 31, 2015 at 11:33 AM
To:

 
https://www.hillaryclinton.com/meet-hillary-at-christinas/
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